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A Look Into Sexual Assault Legalities with CAASE

Fighting for women and their rights can at times be an uphill battle, but this is the battle that Kaethe Morris Hoffer, Legal Director at Chicago Alliance Against Sexual Exploitation (CAASE), fights every day. She gives a voice to the women and men who have survived sexual assault.

Interview by Ana Valentine.

TCW: What legal services does CAASE provide to survivors?

Ms. Morris Hoffer Through our new Sexual Assault Justice Project, we offer free legal counsel for survivors of sexual assault who want to explore their legal options. Mostly, what rape survivors actually want is for the legal systems that exist to believe them, to acknowledge what was done to them, and to do something that holds the perpetrator accountable. We have a lot of laws that allow survivors to take action, but many survivors aren't always aware of these choices. For example, the Civil No Contact Order Act allows survivors of sexual assault to file a lawsuit in order to prove that rape occurred, even if police or the prosecutors decided they didn't want to pursue the case.

Acquaintance rape is overwhelmingly the most common rape. It happens without witnesses and is mostly accomplished with the kind of force that does not leave significant bodily injury. Usually perpetrators claim, after the fact, that they had consent from the victim. That is a very difficult kind of case to prosecute, and frequently police and prosecutors feel like they don't have enough evidence to prosecute. We don't always agree. We think the police and prosecutors should be more aggressive even if all they have is the testimony of the survivor. If what the survivor wants is to have a day in court and to have someone acknowledge that she was raped, then the civil no contact order is the perfect tool.

If a survivor is raped by a college classmate and wants to use the student judiciary system to file a complaint about the assault, we are available to represent her through the process. A lot of times, I represent clients who are attempting to get police and prosecutors to investigate their cases and charge their rapes. We advocate for these victims with police and prosecutors. We help educate victims about their rights to take unpaid time off work. We work with clients who need to have their landlords educated on why is it they are trying to get out of their lease. Sometimes we have clients come to us simply to file a police report for something that happened to them a long time ago. We try to do anything we think would be helpful to a survivor.

Can you define rape and sexual assault and define what the difference is?

Rape is essentially the layperson's term for sexual assault. Sexual assault is the legal term in Illinois for sexual penetration or serious sexual contact that is accomplished by force or without the consent of the victim.

What are some of the current problems in the legal system with regards to sexual assault in Illinois?

Police and prosecutors' practices haven't yet caught up with the status of the law. The Illinois Supreme Court in 1991 made it very clear that a person could be convicted of felony sexual assault, even if the only evidence against them was the victim's testimony. Literally, under the law until 1991, believing a woman wasn't enough. Fortunately, in 1991 the Illinois Supreme Court decided that assault wasn't only forcible sex that is also witnessed, or that it had to be forcible sexual assault that also leaves someone with a broken bone. The law just says forcible sexual assault. If her testimony convinces a judge and a jury beyond reasonable doubt, then that's all you need.

Unfortunately, it appears to be the case that the state's attorney's office doesn't want to charge sexual assault as a felony unless they have corroborative evidence, which mostly you are not going to get. Now, the state's attorney's office doesn't admit that this is their official policy to do this, but it appears to be the case. The easiest cases, the one that fit the stereotypes of rape, are the ones that get prosecuted. Stereotypes of rape are that it always happens in a dark alley, or that people are most often raped by strangers. The most common legal system that exist to believe them, to acknowledge what was done to them, and to do something that holds the perpetrator accountable. We have a lot of laws that allow survivors to take action, but many survivors aren't always aware of these choices. For example, the Civil No Contact Order Act allows survivors of sexual assault to file a lawsuit in order to prove that rape occurred, even if police or the prosecutors decided they didn't want to pursue the case.

Acquaintance rape is overwhelmingly the most common rape. It happens without witnesses and is mostly accomplished with the kind of force that does not leave significant bodily injury. Usually perpetrators claim, after the fact, that they had consent from the victim. That is a very difficult kind of case to prosecute, and frequently police and prosecutors feel like they don't have enough evidence to prosecute. We don't always agree. We think the police and prosecutors should be more aggressive even if all they have is the testimony of the survivor. If what the survivor wants is to have a day in court and to have someone acknowledge that she was raped, then the civil no contact order is the perfect tool.

If a survivor is raped by a college classmate and wants to use the student judiciary system to file a complaint about the assault, we are available to represent her through the process. A lot of times, I represent clients who are attempting to get police and prosecutors to investigate their cases and charge their rapes. We advocate for these victims with police and prosecutors. We help educate victims about their rights to take unpaid time off work. We work with clients who need to have their landlords educated on why is it they are trying to get out of their lease. Sometimes we have clients come to us simply to file a police report for something that happened to them a long time ago. We try to do anything we think would be helpful to a survivor.

Can you define rape and sexual assault and define what the difference is?

Rape is essentially the layperson's term for sexual assault. Sexual assault is the legal term in Illinois for sexual penetration or serious sexual contact that is accomplished by force or without the consent of the victim.

What are some of the current problems in the legal system with regards to sexual assault in Illinois?

Police and prosecutors' practices haven't yet caught up with the status of the law. The Illinois Supreme Court in 1991 made it very clear that a person could be convicted of felony sexual assault, even if the only evidence against them was the victim's testimony. Literally, under the law until 1991, believing a woman wasn't enough. Fortunately, in 1991 the Illinois Supreme Court decided that assault wasn't only forcible sex that is also witnessed, or that it had to be forcible sexual assault that also leaves someone with a broken bone. The law just says forcible sexual assault. If her testimony convinces a judge and a jury beyond reasonable doubt, then that's all you need.

Unfortunately, it appears to be the case that the state's attorney's office doesn't want to charge sexual assault as a felony unless they have corroborative evidence, which mostly you are not going to get. Now, the state's attorney's office doesn't admit that this is their official policy to do this, but it appears to be the case. The easiest cases, the one that fit the stereotypes of rape, are the ones that get prosecuted. Stereotypes of rape are that it always happens in a dark alley, or that people are most often raped by strangers. The most common
rape scenario, however, is the one where there has been some drinking, or the woman didn’t think she was going to get raped, or the woman interpreted the situation that she was with someone who was a nice person who wouldn't refuse to take no for an answer. All of those decisions that she made generally tend to get held against her.

What is your opinion on the HR3?

I thought that Kristin Schaal’s satire on The Daily Show was one of the most brilliant pieces of satire I have ever seen. I think it is incredibly good news that the effort to attack abortion rights in that way was dialed back. I think that it’s not just police and our prosecutors who haven’t caught up with the law. For as much as people recognize that most sexual assault is committed by acquaintances, I think our culture is very reluctant to let go of the myth that “real” rape only involves strangers and severe violence. If a woman willingly has previously engaged in sexual activity, our culture doesn’t want to believe her or stand with her when she says that she has been raped. False accusations of rape are actually very rare, as few as two percent of all reported rapes are found to be untrue. It’s much more common that women are raped and remain silent.

Tell me more about the Sexual Assault Justice Program.

I believe we are the first organization to provide free, direct legal services to any and all sexual assault survivors in Chicago who want to have a lawyer, to either assist them as they work with the criminal justice system or to help them pursue any other civil ways of proving the rape and getting safety for themselves. CAASE is collaborating with Illinois Coalition Against Assault and five other rape crisis centers to provide services in Chicago and to make sure that every person who is raped knows that they can call us. They will get advice and consultation about their legal rights and, if they are interested, potentially representation when they interact with the criminal justice system.

One of the reasons we know that we’re pioneers is that virtually every time I contact a police officer or a state’s attorney and explain that I am working with a survivor, they tend to be surprised and flummoxed. I just got off the phone with a sergeant who reacted this way. I said that our client wanted to come in and talk, because they are doing an investigation into the very bad treatment she received from the first police officer she reported her rape to, and that she wants to have an attorney next to her. He said he had never heard of this before and needed to ask his boss how to proceed. I have had a lot of detectives refuse to conduct an interview with my client with me present. Survivors don’t usually show up with representation. We are pushing the envelope.

Our job is not to be antagonistic, but to be supportive. Prosecutors and police will frequently say that rape can be difficult to prosecute because it is difficult to keep the victims invested in working on the case. That is frequently my role: to help represent a victim so that she has the information and support so that she feels comfortable continuing in the process.